
Folly: engaging audiences with digital media 

 

Overview 

This case study looks at how digital media is being used by Folly to engage audiences with 

both art and the possibilities of technology itself. 

 
Background 

Folly is a leading digital arts organisation working in Lancashire, Cumbria and online.  

 

Folly’s activities were originally gallery based, with a focus on film and photography. However, 

as technological advances changed both the production and consumption of its core products, 

the organisation recognised the need to embrace new digital forms. 

 

Folly aims to help audiences ‘see technology in an interesting, delightful way’ through a wide 
variety of activities. The use of digital media is now integral to many of the organisation’s 

functions.   

 

Origins of the project  

In 2005, the Folly building was shut for refurbishment (due to reopen in 2009). This presented 

the organisation with a challenge. How could Folly fulfil its core remit as an arts organisation to 

display work and engage users in a two-way dialogue without a physical space? 

 

Audience research carried out last year revealed that some users saw Folly as distant and 
inaccessible, whilst others had a strong positive relationship with the organisation. This 

depended on the level of contact users had with Folly’s activities. Based on these findings, 

Folly recognised the need to broaden the reach of activities in order to engage more of their 

audience more deeply.  

 

Objectives  

For the organisation 

• To stay visible, personal and understandable during the refurbishment process. 

• To deepen the organisation’s commitment to exploring the future through digital 

technology.  

• To make sure that audience members who do not attend Folly’s events also have 

access to the art and the organisation. 

• To continue to fulfil Folly’s aims to share with audiences - skills, information, knowledge 

– by using digital media. 
 

For audiences 

• To stimulate and inspire personal responses to art.  

• To develop dialogue and deepen relationships with audience members.  

• To encourage individuals to create and consume content generated by users. 
 

  



Process  

Folly uses digital media in a variety of ways to fulfil their objectives. 

 

Commissioning digital art 

Folly commissions ambitious and critically acclaimed digital art. The artwork f.wish has recently 
been purchased by Cornell University and added to their collection of contemporary art 

alongside non-digital works.  

 

Staff blogs 

Folly staff all regularly contribute to personal blogs based on the Folly website These blogs aim 

to demystify the organisation by allowing users to connect with individual staff, and engage 

staff in debates about digital technology, art and society. The blogs also encourage all 

members of staff to interact with the audience and be outward-facing, even if this is not a 
normal function of their job. Folly decided to host the blogs itself rather than use free blogging 

software (eg blogspot) in order to retain users on the site and within the folly brand.  

 

Staff contact extended through repurposing of content 

Staff make the effort to connect with the audience directly and provide a ‘face’ to the 

organisation. Recently, Taylor (Chief Executive) and Matt (Communications Manager) hosted 

an audience panel meeting, where four visitors discussed various artworks with Taylor. The 

consumption of the event extended outwards from the immediate participants (the audience 

panel) through digital media. The session was recorded and broadcast on artradio, where 
listeners were encouraged to view the folly website and listen along to the discussion. The 

content is now being adapted as a podcast for Arts Professional, through which it will reach yet 

another audience. 

 

User-led activities with young people 

Folly’s programme for young people is directed by participants and takes place partly in a 

digital space set up by folly: digiclub. Here, content is produced, posted and curated by young 

people themselves. The site is also increasingly used as a virtual social space by members.  

 
Video press releases for real world events  

Folly used a video press release for the finale event of the f.city festival in 2006. The event 

involved audience participation and cocreation using digital communications. The team 

decided that the event would be best understood through moving images.  

The video press release was made in-house by the communications manager. Matt sourced 

existing digital video footage of the event which had already been shot as part of the artistic 

process. He then used free software to edit the footage together. The press release was then 

distributed to press contacts via email and displayed on the homepage of the website.  
Due to the timing of the distribution of the press release, the event was not featured by regional 

media bit was still well received. This method would be more successful if the press release 

was distributed more in advance, to give time for regional media to fit into their schedules. 

Video Christmas card  

Folly stay in touch with their audience using digital media. Their Christmas card played on the 

interrelation of real and virtual activities. Created using free software and an existing art 

installation, the card was distributed via email and YouTube.  

 

  



Resource implications 

In all of the above examples, the main cost to Folly has been staff time rather than costs of 

technology. By using open source software, repurposing existing content and distributing via 

email and their existing website, Folly have not needed to make large capital outlays to achieve 

their goals. Although maintenance of the website is an increasing demand on resources, this is 
off-set by the reduction in Folly’s building based activities whilst their gallery space is out of 

action.   

 

By distributing the Christmas card and press release via email and website, Folly saved on 

costs of printing and posting traditional versions. And by repurposing the same piece of 

content through different media (as with the audience panel meeting) for different audiences, 

the organisation saved the cost of sourcing and/or producing lots of different events / content 

for each media.  
 

Staff time is seen as an investment rather than an expense. By developing internal expertise, 

Folly do not have to outsource tasks (website management for example) and staff are able to 

develop their skills. This investment also helps to make Folly sustainable, as these skills can 

then be used to earn revenue for Folly through Follyconsult (see below). Folly has deliberately 

encouraged staff to have digital skills, which means that staff automatically consider use of 

digital media when working out how best to achieve something.  

 

Outcomes 
For organisational change 

• Through the staff blogs, staff at all levels have become more involved with the audience, 

in the ‘sharing’ ethos of organisation and current debates in digital media art. The 

nature of the blogs means that staff are able to monitor how many views there have 

been of each item, and therefore how well they are connecting with audiences.  

• The video press release was successful in attracting more attention to the live event 

than would have been the case with a text press release. Feedback from media 
recipients showed that the press release was more effective in helping TV companies 

etc to see the potential for featuring the event as the visual impact of the piece was 

immediately obvious. Distributing the press release link via email and on the website 

meant that it could be distributed immediately and suited the need to prepare and 

distribute a press release a short time before the event. Again, using the website meant 

that Folly was able to make better estimates of its effectiveness: the press release 

received 70 hits within an hour of posting online.  

• By repurposing content for distribution through different channels, Folly is reaching an 
ever wider audience – the inclusion in the ArtsProfessional podcast will raise the 

organisation’s profile further. 

For audiences 

• Folly now have an international audience for work, with a total audience of 40,000 

people last year. And rather than just visiting the website and finding out about the 

organisation, users are actually engaging with art in online spaces.   

• Folly provides information on digital media / art: there have been over 10,000 views of 
staff blogs, with each blog receiving at least 100 readers.  

• Audiences now have greater access to Folly – its staff and its activities – through digital 

media. 

  



Next steps  

Staff are currently considering how to create two-way dialogue online. Whilst web forums are 

an option, Folly are thinking carefully about how to achieve this without opening the floodgates 

to spamming. 

 
Most of Folly’s virtual activities are currently on folly.co.uk. The organisation is interested in 

creating events in existing host venues (eg MySpace, Flickr, Bebo). Folly has started to explore 

this by creating a MySpace profile, where staff and other organisations are part of its social 

network. Folly is now seeking to extend this beyond a marketing function.  

 

Folly are hoping to develop a continuous web broadcasting channel, which provides content 

rather than organisational details.  

 
Staff are also developing new action research programmes to measure how deeply users are 

engaging with online digital content.  

 

Folly staff are also interested in current debates about the environmental impact of digital 

technology and art – the balancing of energy use versus impact on quality of experience.  

 

Folly offers advice on applying sustainable digital solutions, through its consultancy service 

follyconsult. Follyconsult helps organisations to adopt appropriate and sustainable digital 

solutions, offering a range of services from equipment hire to organisational reviews. 


